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ABSTRACT
Objective: To explore possible consequences of short
stays in hospitals, as these short contacts reduce the
patients’ time for information and support. Method:
A literature survey was carried out to get an insight
in possible consequences by summarizing the state of
knowledge on how men with prostate cancer undergoing prostatectomy surgery experience their contacts with the healthcare professionals. Results: A
consequence is that often men with prostate cancer,
treated with prostatectomy surgery, do not receive
the individualized support, information, and dialogue
they need, which leads to feelings of uncertainty, insecurity, and loss of control. The men use the Internet
in their search for information and support, which
makes them able to stay in control and be active, responsible partners in their own course of treatment.
Conclusion: For men to feel secure and certain the
accessibility of the healthcare professionals and the
healthcare professionals’ ability to individualize information and support are important aspects. Practice Implications: It is relevant to provide male cancer patients with tools that can underpin their contact to the healthcare professionals. Utilizing Web 2.0
technologies, Internet based tools can support exchange-ability, towards dialogue-based contacts, between men with prostate cancer and healthcare professionals.
Keywords: Health Communication; Access to Information; Short Stay Patients; Prostate cancer; Prostatectomy;
Uncertainty; Active Patients; Health informatics; Online
Social Support

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper documents the significance of patients’ receiving individualized information through dialogue-based

contacts with healthcare professionals. This is exemplified
by summarizing the state of knowledge on how men with
prostate cancer, undergoing prostatectomy surgery, experience their contacts with the healthcare professionals.
Secondary the paper points to the relevance in designing
new health informatics tools that can support these dialogue-based contacts by utilizing Web 2.0 technologies.
Web 2.0 websites differ from the static web pages established on Web 1.0 technologies where the users are limited
to passive viewing. Web 2.0 technologies establish dynamic websites, as for example the users can interact and
collaborate with each other in a dialogue.

2. BACKGROUND
Today’s healthcare systems are characterised by short stays
in hospital with planned discharge within one, two, or three
days even after large operations. This decreases the time
and opportunity for contact between the patients and the
healthcare professionals. As contacts are situations or conditions where persons are able to exchange information,
attitudes, feelings and so on [1], these short contacts reduce
the patients’ time for information and support.
Patient satisfaction surveys show that the patients are
satisfied with short hospital stays [2-4]. However, qualitative studies have demonstrated that patients lack contact
with healthcare professionals, and therefore often lack
information and support [5-6]. This contradiction is explored in depth by focusing on the defined group of patients: Men with prostate cancer treated with prostatectomy surgery.
The number of men diagnosed with prostate cancer
has increased with over 51 percent from 2000 to 2009. In
2009 prostate cancer ranked as the most frequent cancer
among men [7]. A growing number of these men are
treated with surgery; radical prostatectomy. Previously,
these men were hospitalized up to 19 - 20 days in relation to the surgery [8]. Currently the stays in hospital, in
relation to the surgery, are less than five days, which still
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decreases to planned discharge the day after surgery.

3. METHOD
Systematic review is selected as the data-gathering method
for the study.

3.1 Aim
The aim of this literature survey is to summarize the state
of knowledge on how men with prostate cancer experience their contacts with the healthcare professionals and
what these men need and do to feel secure and certain.
The specific research questions were:
1) How do men with prostate cancer, treated with
prostatectomy surgery, experience their contacts with the
healthcare professionals in clinical practice based on
short stays?
2) What do patients need to feel secure and certain?
3) What is the role of the Internet?

3.2 Literature Search
The PubMed and CINAHL databases were searched.
The inclusion criteria were English-language research
articles. The study population was men with prostate
cancer treated with prostatectomy surgery. When articles
were of particular relevance related articles were explored by lower the demand in relation to the population.
Therefore some articles relate to studies on men with
prostate cancer in general, though still including men
with prostate cancer treated with prostatectomy surgery.
The exclusion criteria were publication age older than

1997, due to the focus on short stays in hospital, in today’s healthcare system.
The PICO schema (Figure 1) reports the search history. The first and second research questions generated
the search terms in the primary part of the literature
search (primary search). Early findings [9-14] indicated
that the Internet played a significant role, as this media
was often mentioned in relation to information and support. To understand the role of the Internet the first two
research questions were followed by the third research
question: What is the role of the Internet? The third research question generated the secondary part of the literature search (secondary search). The Figure 1 also
includes the exclusions of articles, when reading the
abstracts: Due to the frequency of side effects as incontinence and sexual dysfunction after prostatectomy, these topics are wide-ranging in the literature. Articles, with
these terms as major concept, were excluded if the abstracts did not include content of data related to the topics in current study. Reading abstracts from the secondary search excluded: Duplicates from the primary
search, however, still including repeaters in relation to
authors or findings generated in different areas of the
same project. Excluded were also articles focusing on
health informatics as decision support systems, as the
population in current study already were in a course of
treatment. Articles related to intervention studies were
excluded, as these represented health informatics systems that the patients were invited or asked to use.

Figure 1. PICO schemas report the search terms.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Searching PubMed and CINAHL February 2011 ac
cording to the search terms in the primary search, the results were 78 in PubMed and three in CINAHL (Figure
2). Due to the small number in the CINAHL databases,
the area was search through, as illustrated in the Supplementation. These supplementing searches expanded
the number in the CINAHL to 56 including duplicates.
Then the abstracts were read through. The numbers of
relevant and research-based articles in the two databases
were 29: 16 articles has specific focus on men with prostate cancer treated with prostatectomy surgery, whereas 13 articles also include other groups of men with
prostate cancer. When categorizing the 29 articles according to the methods: 13 articles document survey studies
and one article combines survey and interview. The rest;
15 articles report use of various forms of interview studies.
In the secondary search the focus was still on the same
group of patients though expanded to men with prostate
cancer in general. PubMed identified 141 titles. Searching CINAHL identified 56 titles whereas some were duplicates. The abstracts were read, leaving 18 researchbased articles, which contribute to understanding the role
of the Internet in relation to the specified focus on information and communication according to the research
questions. Six papers document findings from text analysis based on diverse philosophies. These studies analyse text that were generated on websites, which host
different forms of online social support. Seven papers
report survey studies and five describe findings generated by interview studies. Findings generated from a
total of 47 articles are provided in relation to each of the
three research questions.

4. RESULTS
4.1. How Do the Men with Prostate Cancer
Experience Their Contact with the
Healthcare Professionals?
The patient satisfaction surveys document that the men
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with prostate cancer in general are satisfied with short
hospital stays in relation to their surgery [8,15,16].
However, interview based studies contributes to a diverse picture to that [9,10,12-14,17-29]. Milne et al. describe how the men had mixed perceptions about the
benefit of short stays. This is underpinned by patients
who explain how they were grateful that they had been
allowed to stay in the hospital for two or three additional
days. Sinfield et al. [28] conclude that although there
were no widespread dissatisfaction, patients reportedproblems throughout their course of care. One of the
problems was that information needs were often not identified or met. The lack in information is documented
in several studies [12,18,20,23,24,27]. Phillips et al. [24]
emphasize how the patients felt that they could have
been better prepared by the healthcare professionals,
even in cases in which no complications occurred. Moore and Estey [23] writes that the information deficits affected the patients’ quality of life and healthy postoperative rehabilitation.
The short contacts reduce the patients’ time for information and support. Though, it does not seem to be the
amount of time, more likely how to get in contact and
the quality of these contacts. In other words, contacts
presuppose both accessibility and exchange-ability. As
depicted in the following, accessibility means availability; it must be easy for the patients to get in contact with
the healthcare professionals. And exchange-ability means;
the ability to exchange information, as an essential basis
for individualizing information.
Harden et al. [20] explain how the perception that all
the healthcare professionals are extremely busy, for example at the hospital, deters many patients from asking
the healthcare professionals, because they feel uncomfortable and self-conscious doing it. Hedestig et al. [21]
describe how men with prostate cancer, btween their
check-ups, often had difficulties containg the health care
professionals or getting answers out of them, even
though the men had questions they wanted to ask. This

Figure 2. Number of research articles.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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illustrates why healthcare professionals must be easily
accessible during the patients’ course of treatment and
care. The importance of accessibility is further describe
by Harden et al. [20]. In their study, the men explain,
how they function well most of the time, however, there
were still ten percent of the time that was difficult. The
men describe how their difficult issues easily became
serious concerns and got out of proportion, when no one
was listening to them. The men state that it would have
been beneficial for them to have the opportunity to voice
their concerns by having a person to call and ask a specific question [20]. The study by Milne et al. [13] illustrates how the accessibility is important. Milne et al.
conclude that being home without readily and available
support and advice from healthcare professionals caused
anxiety and uncertainty. This is further underpinned by
their own study, providing that the participants in the
study experienced the researcher as an invaluable resource. The researcher collected the data by telephone
and E-mails both pre and postoperative. The study itself
became an information and support-intervention, which
the participants benefit from, as it helped them to talk to
the researcher and have the opening to telephone or Email the researcher [13]. It is essential that the patients
experience the healthcare professionals as easily accessible both at the hospital and when the patients are home.
The importance of the exchange-ability is for example
shown in the study by Iyigun et al. [27], as the men explained how the information should be individualized:
The healthcare professionals must keep the patients’
cultural level and psychological state in mind when providing the information. Harden et al. [20] describe how
the participants in their study told that the need for information was great, but they all needed different information or needed it in a different way than others. The
men wanted someone to listen to their specific needs and
fears and to help them find answers or just review information. When a healthcare professional aimed to individualize the information the men felt supported [20].
Again, it does not seem to be the amount of time, more
likely the quality of the information and support, meaning the healthcare professionals ability to exchange experiences, and so on, to generate individualized information upon that. The men need the healthcare professionals to build the information and support on their individual questions, experiences, and resources. The men
require a contact where the healthcare professionals enter into a dialogue with them, as the dialogues are prerequisite in individualising the information and support.
A survey study by Smith et al. [30] document how a
little more than half of the men express some levels of
unmet psychological needs. Uncertainty about the future
was for example an important area of unmet need. The
dialogues are prerequisite if the healthcare professionals
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

shall be able to discover such uncertainty and meet the
needs of the particular patient. Thus, the healthcare professionals’ accessibility and ability to individualize information and support, based on exchange-ability, are
important aspects for men with prostate cancer treated
with prostatectomy surgery.
In summary, this section illustrates that even though
the short contacts reduce the patients’ time for information and support it does not seem to be the amount of
time that is most important. Instead it is how to get in
contact with the healthcare professionals and the quality
of the contacts, meaning the contacts need to be dialogue-based.

4.2. What Do Patients Need to Feel Secure and
Certain?
The consequences, when men with prostate cancer lack
dialogue with, and therefore information and support
from, healthcare professionals, are explored by searching
across the papers [9,12-14,20,21,23,24,27,28]. The findings are illustrated in Figure 3. As depicted, lacking
information can start a negative process in which feelings of uncertainty and insecurity can affect the men’s
ability to cope. When lacking information there is a risk
that the men experience disempowerment, which is
feelings of powerlessness or helplessness that reduces
the amount of control that someone, has over a situation
[1]. In contradiction, obtaining contact, enter dialogues,
and receiving individualized information and support are
related to experiences and feelings, which support the
positive process (Figure 3). Empowerment is the process of giving somebody power in a particular situation;
to give someone more control over their own life or the
situation they are in [1].
In the paper by Iyigun et al. [27] the negative process
is illustrated, as lack of knowledge causes insecurity.
The study documents how the men felt anxious going
home because they were afraid of complications. It is
emphasized how the anxiety about going home is due to
lack of adequate information from the healthcare professionals. This is underpinned by the few men, who obtained information from the healthcare professionals, as
they were more comfortable afterwards [27]. Sinfield et
al. [28] explain that information interventions improve
the patients’ knowledge and understanding. Individualized, clearly information and communication influence
the patients’ ability to make decisions and participate.
Butler et al. [10] identify how male cancer patients’
coping was influenced by receiving individualized information. Thus Maliski et al. [12] conclude that healthcare professionals can hasten thepatients’ ability to regain a sense of mastery by providing information and
being available.
OJN
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Figure 3. The negative and positive process of coping.
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The healthcare professionals’ accessibility and ability
to individualize information and support are important
aspects for men with prostate cancer treated with prostatectomy surgery, to feel secure and certain. By providing information and support healthcare professionals
supports the patients’ process of coping.
In summary, this section gives a picture of the importance of receiving information and support in a course of
treatment and care. By providing information and support healthcare professionals may be able to empower
the patients. The empowered patient is also the active
patient.

4.3. What Is the Role of the Internet?
The findings illustrate how men with prostate cancer use
the Internet to cope with the lacking information and
support. They use the online media to get information
about the diagnosis prostate cancer, treatment options,
and other topics related to a course of treatment [31-40].
Another purpose is to achieve social support; online social
support [41-46]. Huber et al. [42] describe online social
support as social interactions and Dickerson et al. [32]
explain it as online friendship.
The study by Dickerson et al. [32] illustrate how the
important elements of social support exist in the Internet
based groups. In the online social support groups, the
patients share their stories, which contribute to recognition and reflections, which again generate other perspectives and new knowledge. A patient, in their study, tells
how using the Internet and recognising other people with
identical problems were reassuring and helped him much.
Another patient showed how sharing experiences with
other patients generated insight and developed selfmanagement skills. Huber et al. [42] emphasize that the
Internet based social interactions can be important for the
individual in coping with and during his own course of
treatment.
In general Iyigun et al. [27] explain how some men
learn to cope themselves, when they are not receiving
information or when facing problems, and therefore for
example use the Internet. Van de Poll-Franse et al. [38]
describe how patients by themselves searched for information on the Internet about the cancer, treatment, and
the consequences of treatment in general. Their study
illustrates how the patients use the Internet in every step
of their course of treatment, though varying in relation to
topics and amount of time. Most of the patients, who
used the Internet to find information, felt themselves better informed. Buntrock et al. [40] characterize the Internet users as information seekers and point to how these
patients become active participants in their course of treatment and care. Milne et al. [13] explain how men with
prostate cancer use the Internet to be in front. The men
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

experience a sense of confidence and control for example
by consulting a variety of websites on the Internet prior
to meetings with the healthcare professionals. Broom [47]
explains how the Internet allows the patients to “do
something”. The patients experience themselves as competent and feel as they do not only rely on the doctor.
The patients become capable to take part in decisionmaking, which also increase their sense of control over
their treatment process. As such the Internet usage reduces the patients’ uncertainties and supports the patients’
involvement in making decision along their course of
treatment [47]. Dickerson et al. [32] found that the patients themselves felt more comfortable and knowledgeable by utilizing the Internet as a tool during their course
of treatment. The Internet is a tool that generated understandings, for example about one’s own situation. Dickerson et al. describe that men with cancer incorporate
Internet use into their cancer journey and become problem solvers. The men use the Internet to enhance their
sense of control. The men seek to be proactive, prepared,
and responsible, and thereby trying to change the provider-patient relationships towards collaboration and open communication. The men use the Internet information
for verification and to clarify, compare, and validate the
information obtained during their course of treatment and
care. Dickerson et al. [32] point to how the men became
experts at finding resources online to confirm their decisions, realizing the need to make choices, and to monitor
their progress or possible reoccurrence.
The men use the Internet to stay in control and engage
in their own course of treatment as active and responsible
partners.

5. DISCUSSION
The aim of this literature survey was to summarize the
state of knowledge on how men with prostate cancer,
treated with prostatectomy surgery, experience their contact with the healthcare professionals. A relative small
number of studies were found. None had a defined focus
on these men and their experience of contacts with healthcare professionals. However, this article reviews the
literature for men’s experience on themes relevant in the
contact between men and healthcare professionals: Information; support; and dialogues.
The literature survey identified that the patients often
do not receive the individualized support, information,
and dialogue that they need. As a result of the lack of
contact, the men struggle with feelings of insecurity and
uncertainty, often followed by loss of control.
Even so the men had mixed feelings about the short
stays at hospital. The contradiction based on different
research methods, as illustrated in the introduction, is
comparable with these findings. Though the interview
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based studies that were reviewed specify the difficulties.
This elaboration gives an understanding of the complexity of and correlations in human meaning. The short stays
in hospital limits and defines the time for contact between the
patients and the healthcare professionals, as the contacts are
both dated and categorized. However the patients’ need for
contact cannot be defined in the same matter.
The accessibility of the healthcare professionals and
the healthcare professionals’ ability to individualize information and support are important aspects for men
with prostate cancer treated with prostatectomy surgery.
The opportunity for male patients to get in contact with
healthcare professionals, and the quality of these contacts,
is related to male patients’ chance to feel secure and to
stay in control. The men require a contact where the healthcare professionals enter into a dialogue with them, as the
dialogues are prerequisite for individualising the information and support.
A literature survey by Shaha et al. [48] document that
people with cancer in general often experience uncertainty due to lack of information. Shaha et al. [48] illustrate how uncertainty is present in different, and often in
all, phases of a cancer trajectory, although with varying
intensity and based on diverse issues. Shaha et al. emphasize the importance of information, support, and individual approaches to care to minimize the negative
aspects of uncertainty, especially in the light of the increasing ambulatory approaches to cancer care in general.
A general conclusion, in the literature, is that there is
still a need to develop new ways and tools to provide the
patients with information and support. Based on an intervention study using survey evaluation Berglund et al.
[49] support this significant conclusion and describes
that this is a crucial task for the healthcare sector. Healthcare professionals seem to recognize the importance of
providing individual information and support, but need
to determine the best manner in which to provide it and
foremost important to incorporate it into practice [12,
18,20,23]. Sharpley et al. [50] stress that the ideal format
for patient information still needs to be identified, which
require further research. For instance how to include the
provision of information, assist with navigating through
large amounts of information, dispelling misinformmation, encouraging acquisition of self-care skills, and providing individual information and support to decrease
insecurity.
Especially, when having men as patients it can be
relevant to develop new health informatics tools. The
findings illustrate that men with prostate cancer use the
Internet to get information and support. The men use the
Internet to stay in control and engage in their own course
of treatment as active and responsible partners. Though

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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every single patient is an individual, there are indications
of differences men versus women as patients. Dickerson
et al. [32] describe how men focus on problem solving,
determine effects, treatments, and symptom management
in a functional way. Male cancer patients actively organize
information, monitor for reoccurrence, prepare, facilitate,
and validate ahead of their contacts with healthcare professionals. Previous studies, with focus particularly on
men as patients, state that male patients want to in stay
control and remain autonomy. Men like to act. Therefore
information, advice, and tools that support actions, are
important in their course of treatment [50-57]. Hence, it
is relevant to provide male cancer patients with tools that
can underpin their contact to and dialogues with the healthcare professionals.
The short stays in hospital limits and defines the time for
contact between the patients and the healthcare professionals, as the contacts are both dated and categorized. However
the patients’ need for contact cannot be defined in the same
matter. The men require a contact where the healthcare professionals enter into a dialogue with them, as the dialogues
are prerequisite for individualising the information and
support. The relatively new Internet technologies Web 2.0
establish dynamic websites, which allow the users to do
more than just retrieve information, as on Web 1.0 sites [1].
Thereby Web 2.0 websites differ from the static web pages
established on Web 1.0 technologies where the users are limited to passive viewing. A Web 2.0 website allows users to
interact and collaborate with each other in a dialogue. Users
can provide and control the data on a Web 2.0 site. The
contents are user-generated and the users are interactive and
able to communicate with each other. The asynchronous
environments, which the Web 2.0 technologies provide, are
a significant way to expand the time for contacts besides the
restricted formal face-to-face contacts at hospital. Utilizing
this expansion in flexible time healthcare professionals have
the opportunity to comply with the contradiction between
the patients’ needs for contact and the intensifying of patients’ short stays at hospital. The course of care can go beyond the formal face-to-face contacts between the patients
and the healthcare professionals, so that the patients have
the opportunity to feel informed and supported, and thereby empowered, even at home. As such the online asynchronous health informatics tools can be one of the components to accommodate these organisational changes.
In general, it is suggested that healthcare professionals
do have a responsibility in creating Internet based reliable information and online social support groups for the
patients. This is consistent with the findings, when focusing on men with prostate cancer. Broom [47] explains how the empowering of the patients changed the
roles between the patients and the healthcare profession-
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als, as the Internet allows the patients to act. The patients’ activities are grounded on the information on the
Internet, whether it is reliable or not. As illustrated Dickerson et al. [32] describe that the men use the online
information to validate the information from the healthcare professionals. However, the patients are also aware
of the importance of checking the quality of the information available on the Internet. Therefore most of the men
consider the information cautiously. Van de Poll-Franse
et al. [38] emphasize the importance of healthcare professionals taking active part in the future use and development of Internet based tools. Pautler et al. [34] specify
the importance in healthcare professionals participating
in the development of information websites, as these may
influence the patients’ decisions regarding treatment.
Hence, the healthcare professionals may acknowledge
the role of Internet in their contact with each patient. Furthermore, the healthcare professionals may use their organisations websites to provide comprehensive and reliable information.
Healthcare professionals’ active involvement in developing Internet based tools is consistent with the patients’
request, as Van de Poll-Franse et al. [38] document. The
patients prefer to get reliable information from websites
made, or recommend, by their healthcare professionals, for
example the oncologist and the hospital. Hence, using the
Internet actively, the healthcare professionals would have
a tool to underpin their contact with the patients.
Many patients describe their wishes about future use
of the Internet, for example access to medical files and
test results [38]. Two survey based studies report men’s
interest in [58] and satisfaction with [59] access to their
own medical record. Cathala et al. supplemented the medical files by inviting the patients to fill out quality of life
questionnaires to document treatment outcome. A contact
page allows the patient and physician to exchange information by text. In both studies [58,59] the men appraised
the access to the Internet medical record positively and
the researchers emphasize the relevance in further developing. Based on the surveys it is indicated that the
contact to the doctor becomes closer and the patients are
more capable to engage in shared medical decision making with their doctor. However, the questionnaire-based
findings did not reveal whether the access to medical
records or the exchanging of information actually seemed to be more individualized or managed to meet the patients’ individual needs in support, information, and dialogue [58,59]. Therefore, it seems relevant that both
healthcare professionals and patients not only are involved
when evaluating new health informatics tools, but also
are engaged in future design and development of health
informatics systems.

a relative limited number of articles. Furthermore, several papers were excluded, because their focus was mainly
incontinence. Some of these papers could have been
relevant in relation to the concrete population. However
the overall focuses were contacts, dialogues, information,
and support, in the light of short stay surgery, and not
long term complications after surgery.
The area of health informatics tools expands quickly.
This can for example be illustrated by the increasing
number of decision support systems to men with prostate
cancer. According to the exclusion criteria, studies related to
that topic were not a part of the current study. These articles could have contributed to the third research question:
What is the role of the Internet? However the answer to
the third research question shall be seen in relation to the
first and second research questions.
The research questions are generated from a problem
experienced in nursing care. Looking at the search terms
it is clear that the study is born in nursing. Expanding the
search terms to other professions for example doctors
and to the health informatics field would potentially give
various perspectives. Though, the patients needs, will be
identical.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The literature survey identify that men with prostate
cancer treated with prostatectomy surgery often do not
receive the individualized support, information, and dialogue they need. Because of that the men struggle with
feelings of uncertainty, insecurity, and loss of control.
However, contacts based on short stays at the hospital
seem to be acceptable for men with prostate cancer, treated
with prostatectomy surgery. The importance, in relation
to the patients’ contact with healthcare professionals, is
not the length and amount of time. Instead accessibility
and exchange-ability are significant aspects. For men to
feel secure and certain, the healthcare professionals must
be easy to get in contact with during the whole course of
treatment and care. Concurrently, the healthcare professionals’ ability to exchange information, and thereby to
individualize information and support based on dialogues
with the particularly man, is essential. Providing information and support healthcare professionals may be able
to empower the patients, and the empowered patient is
also the active patient.
The findings demonstrate that men with prostate cancer
use the Internet in their search for information and support. The Internet helps the men to stay in control and to
engage in their own course of treatment as active and
responsible partners.

Limitations

7. PRACICE IMPLICATIONS

The defined population and research questions generated

The results may be a starting point for the development
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of new health informatics tools by combining Web 1.0
technologies with Web 2.0 technologies. Seeing that it is
relevant to provide male cancer patients with tools that
can underpin their contacts to and dialogues with the
healthcare professionals and in combination, the Internet
is already a common used media. It seems relevant that
both healthcare professionals and patients are engaged in
future development of health informatics systems, as a
collaborative development and use of Internet based tools
could underpin the exchange-ability, towards dialoguebased contacts between men with prostate cancer and
healthcare professionals.
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